1. Hold puzzle as shown in Figure 1 to identify the parts. Keep in mind that Parts A and B are the same, and that the heart is on Part B.

2. Turn puzzle upside down, and hold by eyes of middle section. See Figure 2.

3. Draw end of Part B and its small rings through the connector ring on one side. See Figure 3.

4. This step is the hardest part; everything needs to line up correctly. Look at Figure 4 to be sure you understand where you must end up.
   - Continue moving Part B around same side, turning it vertically.
   - Small eyes move into the opening of the Middle. This will allow the end of Part B to pass through the large ring and the small ring to pass over eye. Figure 4.
   - Forcing is NOT needed, and it is not a tight fit. If everything is positioned correctly it works smoothly.

To remove the heart:

5. Bring Part B back down through middle section of the puzzle. Work small rings and end of Part B through Connector ring to create opening to remove heart. Part B can also be removed completely, but it is not necessary to do so.

REASSEMBLY: This puzzle is simple to put back together by following the images and the directions in reverse order.

Do not read this sentence.

(You read it, didn't you? We knew you would.)